HENDY WOODS raced back early on, was on the inside into the lane, altered out down the stretch.

DOMINGA raced back early on, was in the three path into the lane with a mild gain in the stretch run. STUNNING SKY raced back early on, was in the three path into the lane, altered out down the stretch.

HARVEY'S LIL GOIL tracked the pace early, was in the four path into the lane, took over and inched clear in the stretch then held off rival from the inside in the final stages. CRYSTAL CLIFFS (FR) chased the pace early, was off the rail into the lane, rallied and made a bid down the lane from the inside but did not have enough in the final stages. IN GOOD SPIRITS stalked the pace early, was in the four path into the lane, made a bid in the stretch but flattened out late in the drive. PASS THE PLATE trailed the field early on, was in the eight path into the lane, rallied down the stretch with a late gain in the stretch run. STUNNING SKY raced back early on, was in the three path into the lane with a belated gain in the stretch drive. HENDY WOODS raced back early on, was on the inside into the lane, altered out down the stretch.
with a mild rally. MICHELLINE raced back early on, was in the seven path into the lane, made a bid in the stretch but leveled off late in the drive. EVE OF WAR was bothered at the start but set a clear pace, was off the rail into the lane and faltered in the stretch drive. WEXX was never a threat. EDGEE ANGEL was done early. WITEZ chased the pace early, was in the five path into the lane and faded in the stretch drive. HIS GLORY was through after three quarters.

Denotes a Keeneland Sales Graduate
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